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pared an edition of his ratahwne which omits all dlstinc- From oiir graciai Corrmponi,»nt 
tion of paper, watermark, perforation, etc,, which he is 
supplying to the trade at a very low rate, enabling them 
to retail it at a nominal figure 2; cents. This is a step 
m the right direction. A catalogue of this description, 
ant1 rt this price, will have a large sale, and fill a long-felt 
want. However, the
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to give particulars in my next letter.
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catalogue of the J. W. Scott Co. is 
not recognized as the Standard, the prices in many cases . 
bemg far from correct: consequently, it Is improbable 
that the catalogue wil' ever be adopted for general use 
Now. were the Scott Stamp and Coin Co. to issue two 
distinct editions of their popular, though far from perfect 
catalogue, as Mr.J. W.Scof has done, publishing albums 
on the same lines, the difficulty would be to a great extent 
solved ; and I have no doubt that both catalogues and A. ,1
albums would have a largely increased sale, and cause a he ni o« the etig ofShï «rd °J1?'‘"‘a KhuT ,
rev,m| among many whose interest in stamp collecting exhibited, a contrivance which islaliaide for determining
has flagged. If this were carried into effect, the scientific hUmL0? ° stamps Tl“->re a large attendancî at 
coller» would have a catalogue dealing with all varieties. 1 g
which he studies so carefully. while the ordinary collectors 
would have an 1 
they take no inti rest.
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edition free from the varieties In which gorornmcS^ on June tth tl,

=?=EEllsSSipifar distant when we will be able to obtain two such edi- Esmeralda. 0 *,e cru,M*r
tions of the S. S. and C. C.’s catalogue, or some other 
equally as good.
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From our Special Correspondent.

FROM OVER THE BORDER.
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be exercised, as there is 
stamp being circulated.
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A bill has been introduced in Congress which provides EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT.
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A^P%n°S ofp aPj*jj?aphi*|R  ̂annual^ elections of the CANADAS LEADING STAMP JOURNAL.

The ONTARIO PHILATELIST.
the candidates for the presidency of the fatter society ;
m;" A fta °i
Muscatine, are suggested.

Subscription. 20c. per annum. ; Adv. Rates. 40c. per inch.
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